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Each year at Compliance 10/10, The Masterclass has been acknowledged for imparting an           
empirical understanding of relevant issues beyond mere textbook pages. 

The executive coaching is delivered by proli�c veterans of the industry and resounds their experi-
ences on contemporary challenges faced by Compliance, Ethics & Governance professionals.

This year, as corporations recover from the stress of the pandemic and get back to the grind, our              
Masterclass topics have been chosen keeping in mind the challenges of sustainability and good              
governance, especially as businesses have become increasingly digital and dynamic.

Nobody is immune. In this cognitive era, every organization must operate from a presumption 
that their cyber defences have been breached.

Cybercriminals have highly sophisticated tools which can be easily deployed in organizations. We 
know of the e-commerce market, encrypted communication channels, and online stores for 
goods and services on the dark web. Several point-and-click cyber weapons with various            
payloads can compromise individuals and networks.

The geographical location, time, and target are insigni�cant when the fees are paid. We are facing 
an array comprising State Actors, Criminals, Hackers, and Kiddies, which is challenging to              
di�erentiate.

This cyber arms race comes at a much higher cost to the defender as most of the attacker's            

The Compliance 10/10
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capability is either stolen or bought to order, and the defender is not prepared to anticipate and 
respond to this. The traditional security controls such as Vulnerability Assessment, Penetration 
Testing, Policy, and Certi�cation are no longer enough to minimize Cyber Risk.

Hence organizations need to look at Cyber resilience. Cyber resilience ensures that business       
operations are safeguarded and that a threat or breach does not demobilize the entire business. 
An organization is cyber resilient when it can defend against cyber threats, have adequate cyber 
risk management, and can guarantee continuity or quick recovery from cyber incidents.

Cyber resilient organizations recognize that operating safely online goes far beyond technical 
measures. There is a need to build a more profound understanding of Cyber risks and threats, 
align business risks and take appropriate steps to protect their assets and maximize its                
availability.

This Masterclass aims to thoroughly understand the process and methodologies for going 
towards Cyber resilience.

FEES :  
7,500 per participant
*group discounts available 

The maturation of the compliance process adds value to the company. It is 
crucial for organisations to assess their compliance programs against 
recognized standards. Which can be done by identifying “next steps” required to 
advance compliance program by following a process for measuring progress 
against internal and external benchmarks. Implementing a tool that can be 
used to measure progress in specific compliance areas and projects helps the 
overall compliance program.

It is a step ahead of the "traditional" compliance process, as industries need new 
business practices focusing on its positive impacts and maturation of the 
compliance program.

We bring to you our Masterclass discussing the new regime of compliance 
program.
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Key Takeaways

 Understanding of Risk

   Anatomy of current controls and their failure propensity

   Exposure to developing Cyber Resilience Strategy

   Critical activities for becoming Cyber resilient

capability is either stolen or bought to order, and the defender is not prepared to anticipate and 
respond to this. The traditional security controls such as Vulnerability Assessment, Penetration 
Testing, Policy, and Certi�cation are no longer enough to minimize Cyber Risk.
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Who Should Attend

 Risk Professional

 CIO

     Chief Information / 
       Cyber Security O�cers

  Head of Legal and Risk 

  Departments

     IT Managers

  DPO

Visit us at:  www.compliance1010.com 
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Key Takeaways
 Understanding the concept of Industries 4.0

 Challenges to adapt to new regime of compliances

 Understanding the importance of compliance and 

     sustainability development

Who Should Attend
 Compliance Professionals

 Head of Legal and 
     Risk Departments

 CPO’s, HR’s 

Visit us at:  www.compliance1010.com 



FEES :  
7,500 per participant 

This programme explains the functioning of corporate governance in the actual 
world and the existing and future roles of independent directors. Based on both 
real-world experience and academic knowledge, it will provide a clear 
perspective on corporate governance and conceptual frameworks for analysing 
Independent Director functions and behaviour.

In the context of current corporate governance policy and structures, the 
masterclass will analyse the evolution of corporate governance by offering an 
integrated view on company law, regulatory practise, and business 
management and direction.

The Independent Directors are expected to play a significant role at the Board 
level and be the change agents of corporate governance. They require a set of 
distinct skills and attitudes to make independent judgments and take strategic 
decisions. 

This masterclass offers a wide variety of opportunities to the Independent 
Directors and the professionals who are willing to join the pool of Independent 
Directors Databank. 

Key Takeaways
 Build Competence in Corporate Governance

 Develop Integrated Thinking and Skill

 Build a Professional Approach

 Consolidated Resources

Visit us at:  www.compliance1010.com 



Who Should Attend
 Independent Directors

 Aspirants to become Independent Directors

 Researchers in the field of Corporate Governance

 Non-Executive Directors

 Marketing Professionals

Visit us at:  www.compliance1010.com 

To get more information on this Masterclass and its details, 
Write to us or Register at - thecea@legasis.in | harsh.s@legasis.in

Contact us at - +912248814444


